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A surprise inheritance reunites a mixed martial arts fighter with the woman he's never forgotten in

the first in a smoldering new series from New York Times bestselling author Lori FosterÂ Cannon

Colter is quintessential hero material: chiseled jawline, shredded body&#151;the works. He's also

the guy who rescued Yvette Sweeny from kidnappers, only to put an end to her romantic dreams.

These days, she's older, smarter, determined to face whatever life throws her way. Even the

prospect of sharing a house and business with Cannon.Â Cannon knew Yvette wanted him three

years ago. But she was young&#151;and some things are worth waiting for. Thrown together by her

grandfather's legacy, he realizes how deep Yvette's scars really go, and how much danger lurks in

their quiet town. As pent-up desire explodes between them, protecting her becomes the only fight

that matters. And he'll break all the rules to do it&#133;.
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I am so surprised as I read the reviews about this book. Did we read the same book? Seriously?

Well - here is my take. There is a reason I haven't gotten the last couple of Lori Foster books - this

book reminded me why. The last half a dozen or so of her books - the female lead character has

just become dumber and dumber. This one about takes the cake. And our hero? Well he and his

good buddy (another future hero in another book to come) are in a scene where Mr. Hero of this

book KO's one of the bad guys that is threatening the dumb chick that put herself in danger - even

though she is supposedly being stalked - because hey - she needed some fresh air and time to



regroup after believing a bunch of crap told to her by a chick that was after her man (And who does

she believe? The man who has consistently shown his honor and intentions toward her.

Uhh...no...she believes the jealous chick. Yeah - that makes sense). But, I digress, so the two

hero-guys are in this scene - the good guy #1 has knocked out the bad guy and the other good guy

is hanging around to see if everything is cool. So good guy #1 starts making out with the little lady

and hero #2 seems to be fascinated with that. Meanwhile, the bad guy comes around and since no

one seems to be paying attention to him, takes off and eludes the cops.I have said it before and it

bears repeating. If the main characters have to do really bone-headed things to advance a plot - in

my opinion - that is lazy writing.As regards the men in this book - I actually like the hero quite a bit.

However, hero #2 - Army - talk about a jerk. Can't keep it in his pants - and seems to be obsessed

with being as perverse in his pursuits as possible. Don't know if skanky is really a guy word - but it

really fits him.

No Limits by Lori FosterNo Limits was a NetGalley ARC that got my attention and had me clicking

request very quickly. Hell, if nothing else, check out that cover? Yum!It was a good read that Iâ€™m

glad I choose. I had a few minor complaints, but overall, a decent read, especially if you like Lori

Fosterâ€™s work.Overall Rating: 3.5 stars- Worth a few minutes before bedtime.Most of my

complaints about the book can be traced to one big issue: There is a prequel. I did not know that

when I selected the book and I definitely didnâ€™t know it would affect the enjoyment of reading

what is Book #1 in the Ultimate Series. However, there were a lot of references to characters that I

got the distinct feeling I was supposed to already â€œknowâ€• but just didnâ€™t. â€œOh.â€• He

wanted to have sex with her. â€œYouâ€™re coming on to me?â€• â€œSeriously? You canâ€™t tell? I

must be losing my touch.â€•I still havenâ€™t read the prequel, so I donâ€™t know how much it would

have improved things. I hope that it tells some of the history between our main characters. We really

start the book knowing that Cannon wants Yvette. We know Yvette has some past trauma. I can live

with all of that.The problem really comes that the history between Cannon and Yvette is doled out

very haphazardly. The story seems very emotional and intriguing but because we get a little bit here

and a little bit there, but never an actual telling of the story, it lacks the emotional impact that I really

think it could and should have given. â€œForget Mary,â€• he said. â€œForget Mindi. I wanted to be

here. With you.â€•Now, that being said, Cannon is awesome. Heâ€™s just my kinda hero. Big,

brawny, tough, but nice. MAYBE a little too nice, but Iâ€™m not holding that against him.

Lori Foster is my hero again! Spinning off from another series, she has created a world filled with



MMA fighters, love, romance and suspense. I was transfixed, holding onto the edge of my seat,

waiting for the hammer blowâ€¦Cannon Colter, the Saint, is at the top of his game in the SBC, a

MMA fighters dream. He has worked hard for what he has and where he is in this world. Cannon

also opened a youth center in his home town, to continue to help his neighborhood by offering a

place for the young kids to hang out and train. However, even though heâ€™s been around the

world, his heart is caught up with the one girl, now woman, that has been on his mind the whole

time, Yvette Sweeny.Yvette has tried to run away from her insecurities and dreaded past. A past

filled with such horror that she feels like sheâ€™s broken for all intimate relationships. She has to

come back to town when her grandfather dies, leaving her and the one man she will always love, to

take care of what is left. Yvette has tried to make herself into a new woman, and by leaving all the

terrible stuff in the past, be stronger, more secureâ€¦and seeing Cannon again, brings about all the

past feeling she has for him. Along with these feelings is also the undeniable love she has for

him.Although fate has a plan for Yvette and Cannon which will blow their minds, their struggle and

plight to get there is a beautiful story that made me feel good and crazy at the same time. Will

Cannon and Yvette put the past behind them and move forward? Can Yvette trust Cannon with her

heart? Will Cannon break down the walls Yvette has around her heart? ~TSRBRHero â€“ Cannon

Colter 4.5 starsHeroine â€“ Yvette Tipton 4.5 starsSteam Level: 4.5 starsPlot: 4.
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